lines of which bear astrong resemblance to ostrich feathers. The lower foliage grows on branches horizontally arranged whereas the branches on top grow in clusters of two or three. The tree trunks are twisted in both pictures, gnarled and knotted. In the Hermitage picture there is a dead tree and dried branches rising above the green foliage.
In the two pictures there is a similarity in the manner in which the notion of space in conveyed, long dark and light planes alternating in the background. A long light-coloroured strip of soil behind the trees lit by the sun with the dark tree-tunks standing out against it provedparticularly heipful in the process of comparing the pictures.
The figures have obviously been executed by the same artist. The relationship of the figures and space is identical with the one exception that in the Hermitage painting the hunter on horseback is substituted in the immediate foreground by a young couple while he is depicted further back. The nature of the movements of the human figures and the hounds is similar too.
In both pictures in the right background there is a tower with a spire. This subject is actually very frequent in Dutch landscapes and cannot serve as an argument when attributing a picture to the brush of a definite painter, however the manner of depiction of this motif is singular in both these pictures -the spire rises over a wall of dark greenery, moreover in the spot where
